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Origin ~nd Evolution of the E~rth •nd its Life. (Thesis). 
I Introduction: Problem and Methods of Approach. 
Everywhere in the world about us is diversity of N~ture, 
in both its org~nic and inorganic objects--life ~nd earth surf~ce • 
Among animals with their movements and re~ctions are ~11 sizes 
and shapes from the small forms spinning about in st a gnant water 
and the still smaller microscopic bei~gs to the large beasts 
of burden or the untamed foreet-dwellers,--e a ch with its own 
habits of food-getting and defense and all controllable by the 
superior mentality of man; forms vary from the queer shells 
gathered from the sea-beach to the elephant with its trunk and 
tusks. In the plant kingdom we find the stat~onary forme of 
life with food-getting an invisible process, organisms tied 
I 
by their roots to the soil for the most part and ever reaching 
out for bigger foothold. Here we see all the variation from 
the western Big Treer of extreme age to the tiny mold plant 
appearing overnight and the invisible bacteria playing such 
important roles in disease and health of other organisms; all 
kinds of queer adaptations exist,--the insect-catching flytrap 
and the insect-feeding honeyed flowers with their striped 
markings. Earth surface and climate variations are equally 
great a nd show close parallel relation to the life diversities 
in their distribution. We cannot expect success in out-of-
door growth of tropical plants in our temper a te zone, while 
the life of the polar bear ls greatly endangered here. Filling 
in of a pond means death to the cattail and bulrush, while 
irrigation of the western desert means life to the rose and 
f r Uit-tree. New animal and plant variations a re constantly 
• 
• 
being made by experimental breeding and cultivation. Man has 
done much to vary earth surface and eo climate conditione and 
' 
life. Fossil remains from sedimentary rock formations of ear-
ly agee and imprints on coal show past variations of life, 
some no longer existent; successive layers show relation and 
give evidence of gradual development as earth surface changed. 
Tod~y'e four r~ces of men, with their different climate siut-
abilities, developed from one hum~n type and that wa~ not 
found below certain earth strata. A gradual development or 
evolution of the earth and its life is everywhere shown. How 
did the changes take place and what was the origin of all? 
The question is as old a s thinking man, the puzzle of all the 
ages since human history began. All the inductive sciences are 
called upon in answer. Astronomy begins the story with earth 
relations, probable origin, and early development. Geology 
takes up the tale with known conditions on the earth and its 
surface changes. The resulting parallel evolution of life is 
shown by paleontology in its fossil uncoverings. Next th~ 
biologist, student of life, gives his ideas of ita origin, 
it s ~ ctions, reactions, and changes. Throughout the explan~-
tion chemistry and physics do their p~rt in content ana lysis, 
showing the unity of matter ;nd ita energy transformations through-
/ 
out the universe. Time and sp~ce relations of the evolution-
ary processes are too great for human understanding; the length 
of the geological .eras and periods of e a rth history ar~ not 
known. Much can be read, however, from the depth and nature 
of surface conditione. That the changes have all been due to 
known laws a nd with ever increasing efficiency of life adapta-
tion, in the main, is clearly shown. 
• 
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II Position of the Earth in the Iniverse. 
A. The Eart~. 
The earth is a great ball about 7920 miles in diameter, 
flying through space in its ~lliptical orbit about the sun with 
a velocity of t81/2 miles per second, and rotating daily on its 
axis. Its density is greatest at the center, due either to the 
composition of matter there or to great pressure; nowhere is 
the density equal to the weight of the heavier metals. There 
are many indications of great heat in the earth's center--vol-
canoes, geysers, hot springs, increasing heat with depth of mines. 
Whether or not the molten state exists there cannot be determ-
ined experimentally, though elevation of the melting point 
with pressure would indicate possibly not. The solidity of 
the earth throughout is shown by the extremely small tidal ef-
feet of the moon and sun, earth elasticity being equivalent to 
that of rigia steel. Pendulum direction, height of water tides, 
earthquake action, equatorial bulge, evenness of rotation,--all 
point as well to earth rigidity. The e k rth holds to itself the 
liquid ocean blanket or hydros~ere and the gaseous atmosphere, 
the latter decreasing in density with height. The relations 
of the solid earth or lithosphere surface to its surrounding 
liquid or gaseous envelopes and to the sun determine climate, 
an important factor in life control. 
B. The Sol~r System • 
1. The sun, the center of the earth's orbit, is a 
luminous ball with its average diameter 866,400 miles, its density 
one fourth that of the earth, and containing 99 6/7 % of the 
matter of the entire solar system. Its mass is chiefly of 
• 
metals of enormously high temperature producing the gaseous 
st~te. The sun rotates on its axis once in 25.~5 days. 
2. The pl~nets or "wanderers" known to revolve 
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about the sun are eight in number. They are inaignific~nt in 
size ~nd number as compared with the stars, with light reflect-
ed from the sun. Their ne~rly circular orbits of one plane, 
their agreement of revolution direction, their definite density 
~nd distance relations show an orderly nature of the planetary 
system, implying evolution. Their w~nderings through the zo-
di~c~l path of the sky, due to the combined effect of their 
motions and that of the earth, are in nearly circular paths 
around the sun. Among the planets the earth is mediocre in 
size and dietanee,--one of the four mino~ planets; its orbit 
changes slightly in form and position because of the attraction 
of the other planets and of the moon. 
,. Satellites are small bodies revolving about the 
planets, and ~greeing with them in plane and direction of move-
ment. The moon is the earth's satellite, the nearest member 
of the solar system. it is 2,6, miles in diameter, 2'0 thousand 
miles from th& earth, and requires 27 1/' da~s ~ for its circling 
around the earth in ~ccompanying it on the yearly path around 
the sun. 
4. A swarm of several hundreds of minute bodies 
called asteroids or planetoids, representing the ninth planet, 
are found in an intermediate zone of the solar system. They 
are invisible to the naked eye as are the two most distant 
major planets, Uranus and Neptune. 
5. OthMmembers of the system ~re the comets, meteors, 
and the sm~ll particles forming the zodiacal light. Comets 
• 
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sp ~nd moat of their time in the outer parts of the system, ap-
pearing periodically in elliptic or parabolic paths a bout the 
sun ~s a focus. Short period comets are scattered by their 
frequent approaches to the sun, and by the consequent loss of 
energy . of gravitation and light of the separated parti~les; 
they sometimes dia appe~r entirely from view. Meteors are 
streams of this material, scattered from the comets by the 
sun's attraction; 90 % are from the short-period comets. The 
zodiacal light consists of countless small particles of solid 
matter scattered over an enormous space, revolving about the 
sun and reflecting ita light; they may have come from the ori-
ginal material forming the sun and planets or from outer apace. 
0. The Stellar System. 
t. The sun of our system is one of a thousand million 
hot, self-luminous stars, while the unknown non-luminous stars 
are believed to be many. Stars v a ry greatly in size, the few 
known ranging from a diameter of less than one million to more 
than ten million miles. Many are double or multiple. Stars 
accompanied by their planets and satellites move rapidly 
through space with speeds varying from less than ten to more 
than two hundred miles per second. They move in broadly scat-
tered groups with paths almost straight, the groups forming 
two great star streams tending in opposite directions. These 
paths intersect and interweave, forming new relations of at-
traction, and making changes of sky configurations; yet these 
changes are slow, requiring millions of years because of the 
enormous distances between the stars. To us the stars appear 
1Tixed". Star distances average tens of millions of millions 
of miles. Our sun is the nearest star to the e a rth, 9,,000,000 
• 
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miles away, yet controlling the motion Rnd giving the energy 
for sur face a ction of the earth and ita fellow planets. The 
nearest st~r to ' our sun is 26, ooo, ooo,ooo miles away, the 
other near stars more than twice as f a r apart. The stell~r 
system a s a whole is in a limited portion of space, forming a 
flattened ellipsoid, its equa tori a l pl a ne the centr a l pl a ne of 
the Milky Way--the cloud-like zone of sta rs faint bec a use of 
their extreme remoteness, and white bec a use we are looking through 
the greatest depth of stare. The size of the stell a r system 
is not known; it is thought to be ~,000 x ,o,ooo light ye a rs, 
the long dimension in the pl a ne of the Milky Way. Our sol a r 
system is ne a r the center of this ellipsoid, isol a ted completel.Y 
from ita other p a rts a nd moving slowly toward a point between 
the two stars Hercules 8nd Lyra. 
2. Luminous clouds of r ~ rified matter, v a rying in size, 
are scattered through the solar system; few a re in the Milky 
Way, most in the north, many in the south. These nebulae v a ry 
in n a ture a nd form. The irregul a r forme a re diffuse, perva ding 
whole groups of stare, held a s young, in the Milky Way, Pl a n-
eta ry nebulae form there f a int greenish circul a r disks. A 
few forme a re ring nebulae, another small group of stellar 
nebul a e . Most of the nebul a e Rre spiral in shape a nd a void the 
Milky Way. They a re very remote a nd may be entirely beyond 
the stellar system. More than 20,000 of these a r~ known by 
stell a r photogra phy. They a re believed to have high interna l 
v e locities a nd enormous ma sses, to be possibly re mote sta r 
systems r a ther th a n diffuse gaseous clouds like the o t her 
nebulae , because of similarity of spectra of spir a l nebul a e a nd 
sta rs. All hypotheses of e a rth origin derive the planets a nd 
• 
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sun from an antecedent nebulous state; which type of nebula, 
if any, was the origin is a question. 
III Earth Origin. Comic Time. Formative Era. 
A. Earth Origin Hypothesis • 
10 
,. The Nebula Hypothesis was stated in its first form 
in t754 by Immanuel Kant, the philoiopher. He considered mat~ 
ter as originally cold and diffused, at rest, converging because 
of gr~vitation, and forming the sun with its movement Bnd rota-
tion. Independent nuclei forme d the planets and satellites. 
Later he stated that sun contraction would develop its heat, a 
view held by Hemholtz and most astronomers of the time. 
Laplace, the great French astronomer, in 1796 in the appendix 
of his work on astronomy made a brief statement of a possible 
theory of earth origin, which became the leading idea in cos-
mogony of the nineteenth century. He conceived a n origina l 
nebula, hot, gaseous, extending beyond the orbit of the most 
distant planet and rotating uniformly without; its size he con-
sidered a balance between the expansion from its heat and con-
traction Bnd speed of rotation. Finally centrifugal force 
b a lanced gravitation in the equatorial belt; matter here formed 
a ring separated from the further condensing central mass. 
This ring was unstable, broke, and gath~red in one body, a 
planet. Other planets and their satellites were formed sim-
ilarly from other rings. 
During the latter half of the nineteenth century mathema-
ticians and astronomers began to consider the theory of Laplace 
more critically and modified it so that little is left but the 
framework. The summary of opinion was that the original neb-
• 
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ul~ may have been a swarm of cold meteorites developing heat 
from condensation, as Kant had held. The revolution of parte 
would not be uniform but slower in the outer mass, indepa ndent, 
in elliptical orbits in the same plane about the central nucleus • 
Further objections to the early theory are shown by actual solar 
relations. The sun rot~tes slowly, once in thwenty-five _days, 
with nearly negligible centrifuga l force and no appreciable 
equatorial bulge, quite contrary to the expectations of the hy-
pothesis. Also inner planets are not the l~rger; the equatorial 
0 plane of the sun is inclined at ~n angle of 7 to the mean plane 
of the planets. There is lack of agreement with the observed 
facts and mathematical computations. Recently the theory has 
lost standing, though it is not wholly abandoned. 
2. The Planetesimal Hypothesis was stated by Chamberlin 
and Noulton. A primary nebula ing~thered to form the sun, after 
countless ages of condensing and moving undisturbed in space, 
is thought to have been partially disrupted by tidal forces 
from close approach and passage of another star. The second-
ary nebula thus formed developed in a plane and formed a two-
armed spir a l about the sun, parts of the spiral moving inde-
pendently in elliptic orbits. While only a minute part of the 
sun's mass formed the nebula, the energy of rotation received 
from the passing star was enough to dominate the plane and rate 
of motion of the whole sol~r system . 
Tidal disruption is due to forces of gravitation of one 
body upon another, and may occur without actual contact. As 
the su~ and moon change the fluid envelope of the rotating earth, 
causing two simultaneous and opposite tides, so t he tidal pull 
• 
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is felt in other celesti~l bodies; where the cohesive force of 
the body is less and the tidal pull gre~ter, disruption occurs. 
A st~r is a gaseous body of enormous size and mass, its diameter 
and density due to balance between its compressing gr~vity and 
expansive heat. Increased gravitation means rise of tempera-
ture, the greatest compression and heat at the center as in 
the lower atmosphere of our earth, with continual convective 
movements as energy is liberated from the central depths. A 
disturbance of this bal~nced motion by outer attraction would 
lead to an explosive blowing out of material, the unbalancing 
greatest at the center where the highest temperature and com-
pression are fo~nd. The sun occast6nally is seen to shoot 
out streams of gas to heights of nearly '00,000 miles, with 
volocities as great as ,co miles a second, the m~tter later 
regathered by gravitation. If the ancestral sun were subjected 
to tidal forces of an approaching and more massive star, escap-
ing material would be given ~n additional outward velocity; 
some would be carried beyond the sun's control, some little 
disturbed, some deflected by the direction of the passing star. 
The motion of the deflected material would be a resultant of 
solar gravity and stellar deflection, forming a curve tow~rd 
one side of the sun, thus establishing an elliptic~! orbit. 
Material on the opposite side of the sun would ~ssume a like 
orbit in the s~me direction, because of less pull than that on 
the sun. Thus spiral arms of nebular material would be formed 
in the plane of the orbit of the passing star. Only a minute 
part of the sun's mass would form this nebula, but the disrupt-
ing force would be great enough to determine the rate and plane 
of rotation of the reaggregated sun. Knots or nuclei of matter 
in the spiral arms were cores of the pi~nets: four small knots 
formed the inner, minor planets; next a zone of no dominating 
nucleus gave rise to the planetoids; four outer greater knots 
formed the major planets; still am~ller nuclei started the sat-
ellite formation. Orbits of the nuclei and scattered planet-
esimal material were at first eccentric in a tangle of forms 
and sizes. Collisions resulting and matter held by the nuclei 
led to the building up of the planets and the establishment of 
definite circular concentric orbits, due to the combined in-
fluence of the added particles. 
The planetesimal hypothesis does not meet all existing con-
ditions. The slow rotation of the sun is not satiefactortly 
explained; existing spiral nebulae do not act as the hypothe-
tical nebula. That would have completed ita · orbit in a cent-
ury and cooled rapidly; those of today hold their form ~nd 
self-luminosity. No known examples serve as illustrations 
of planetary system births. Yet distances between stars are 
so great that changes could not be well observed. Chances of 
close approach of sta rs, le~ving their customary motion and 
position in the universe, would be very small. Individu~l 
stare have little mutual attraction . Accidental crossing of 
paths alone could cause approach of stare, a nd this chance is 
small because of the great spaces of the stell~r system, one 
chanbe in eight hundred ih a billion years. Approach without 
collision would be an al~ost unexpected fortune, as unexpl ain~ 
able as the long lack of dieturb~nce in all the ages of the 
following earth changes and evolution. 
• 
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B. Sub-Hypothesis of E~rth-Growth. 
With either hypothesi s the process of e~rth-growth 
needs further expl~nqtion ~e to the r~te of growth of pl ~ nets 
~nd the size or the p~rticlee g~thered • 
'· E~!ht-Growth by slow ~ ccretion of Planetesima ls 
is Chamberlin's sub-hypothesie- - R prolonged growth by in-gath-
ering of duet-like or molecul~r p~rticlee. He names three stages--
condensation of the nuc~~ knots ofthe spirals to liquid or sol-
id co re s, collection of outer materi~l, etillealower ing a ther-
ing of planetesimals scattered in the zone between the a djacent 
planets. He beli~ves the earth built up as a solid and holding 
an ocean when a third of the mass was gathered. Liquid rock, 
formed by internal ~ctione, was squeezed to the surface a nd 
solidified. Denser planetesimal dust gathered in ocean basins 
establishing there a greater density than in elevated zones. 
2. E~rth-Growth by Rapid Infall of Planetoids is 
held by Barrell, considering the earth to be molten at the 
close of its growth period. He believes the permanent scatter-
ed state of the 800 discovered planetoids and the large numbers 
of smaller ones with weak gravitative force to be an argument 
for domination of nuclei in planet formation. He regards the 
retarded rotation of the earth as compared with other planets 
to indicate an early tidal control by the moon, poesibl~ only 
in case of a viscous body. This indicates a molten earth at 
the end of its growth, as do also ~he chemical characters of 
the igneous rocks, the limited depth of density v a riations in 
the crust of the earth, •nd the limited amount of salt in the 
• 
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se~. A molten earth suggests rBpid growth from inf~ll of 
l~rge nuclei as the primary orbits intersected. On solidify-
ing an inner core of iron would be formed surrounded by a 
crust of silicate hundreds of miles thich with an outer less 
dense layer of fifty to seventy-five miles--~n arrangement 
found in meteorites. The earth mass was at ~lrst too sm~ll to 
hold an atmosphere; with growth this was slowly gathered. This 
primitive earth atmosphere is pictured as chiefly .of water va-
por, with carbon dioxide, carbon monoxide, chlorine, hydrogen 
chlo~ide, some nitrogen, no free oxygen; the water-gas penetrated 
into the ocean of molten rock. This would lower the temperature 
of soiidifying and at the same time would form a therma l blank-
et preventing surf~ce chilling and opaque to heat. Convection 
currents in . the gases formed clouds and acid rain, which quickly 
evaporated in the lower atmosphere. The intense vertical con. 
vection movements gave high electrical tension, producing in-
cess ~nt thunder reverberations. The pl~net shone by reflection 
of sunlight from the outer cloud mantle, through the outer 
transparent mantle of gases with decreasing density. Planetes-
imals of sand and gravel were gathered in great numbers and 
larger bodies also, giving in their dissolution a brilliant 
display, while trails of luminous dust sparkl e d above the clouds 
and at long intervale gre a t proj~ctiles drove through to become 
engulfed, with great heat production • 
' Earth rigidity, according to Barrell, wa~ ~rought about by 
slow cooling and convection currents. Fr a ctional crystalliza-
tlon and possibly immiscibility of solutions with other causes, 
led to a d~nsity stratification. With surface hardening the 
rqin penetrRted the Rtmoaphere, first returned RS gases, but 
• 
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g~thered ~fter ~ few thousand years ~s R permanent universal 
ocean of eever~l thousand feet in depth. The ~tmosphere left 
was cool ~nd r~re with c~rbon dioxide dominant. Solar heat 
w~rmed .the equatori~l ~one, · pl~netary winds developed, . the 
cloud canopy thinned, ~nd sunlight reached the surface. · Gases 
within the earth, chiefly w~ter-vapor, were no longer repressed 
by the pressure of ~ heavy atmosphere ~nd broke up through into 
the ocean w•ters. Oce~n b~sina were formed from gr~du~l set-
tling e of broad cruet~! ~re~a, whose gr~vity was increased by 
the weight of rising magm•e in deeper l~yers. This led to 
the expos i ng of continental ~re~e ~nd decrease of se~s, ex-
tending to known geologic~! times. 
C. Beginning of Surf~ce Processes. 
On these lands sep~rated from the seas erosion began; 
the ~tmosphere cooled Rnd r•rified. The sun warmed the e~rth 
~nd the lower ~tmosphere; nitrogen and traces of oxygen appeared, 
--a condition favorable to low forms of life. The "reign of 
surface processes" had begun; but the e~rth, its interior still 
in its e~rly condition, displ~y~d ita energies at ~ge-long in-
tervAls, destroying the found~tion rocks everywhere. The old-
eat rocks preserved are cryet~lli~ed sedimenta ~nd l~va sheets 
from the surface of magmq reservoir~. Internql st~ b ility has 
not yet been reached; the e~rth surface still wrinhlee and 
folds, due to internal shrinking and reAdjustment. Rock for-
mation, surface levelling, and atmospheric variation still 
take place. The oldest rocks, formed long ago ages after the 
beginning of earth formation, mark the opening of the first 
hlatori~ eon of the earth. 
• 
• 
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III The Appear~nce of Life on the Earth. 
After the imme~surably long ages of earth form~tion and 
growt h, the convectional cooling and solidification, the sur-
f a ce and atmosphere, warmed by the sun, were in a condition 
suitable for life of the lowest organisms. Just when a nd in 
what form life appeared cannot be known; sediment~ry rock form-
ations of - the first geologic era give indications of A low · 
form of fresh-wAter alga. 
~. What Ie Life? 
t. Attempted Definitions. 
To define life has been the attempt of thinkers 
through all history. Aristotle described life as "the assemblage 
of the operations of nutrition, growth and destruction"; Bichat, 
as 11 the sum total of the functions which resist death"; De Blain-
ville, as "a series of definite and successive changes, both 
of structure and composition, which take place within an indiv-
idual without destroying its identity"; and Spencer, as "the 
definite combination of heterogeneous changes, both simultane-
ous and successive, in corresponence with external coexistences 
and sequences" and as "the continuous adjustment of internal 
relations to extern~l relations". 
None of these descriptions satisfy. Life is too complex 
and too unique to be defined concisely. Study of th~ physic~l 
basis of life has led to a working ~ypothesis that "life phe-
nomena are an expression of complex interaction of physico-
chemical laws operating in the inorganic world". Our senses 
limit us to acquaintance with the physicai phenomena of matter 
and energy as acting in time and space; metaphy~ic a l factors 
are intangible. 
• 
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2. Structure and Composition. 
Early study of life was accomp~nied by attempts 
through synthesis; alchemists of the Middle Ages tried to pro-
duce ~n homunculus complete. Later workers saw th~t analysis 
must precede if not be the only means of approaching the problem. 
Long series of researches during the first half of the nine-
teenth century led to the conception of one common material as 
the basis of Qll l i fe - -a complex physi c o- chemic~ l organization 
c~lled protoplasm. Biology today is a study of the protoplas-
mic activities, a study accompanied by difficulty in that the 
proceedings of analysis destroy the life phenomena. 
Protoplasm appears under the compound microscope a s a vicid 
granular fluid varying, in minute structure, with accompanying 
conditions; usually it ~ppears foa my, with crowded minute drops 
of an alveolar liquid in a continuous interalveol a r liquid. 
Since there is no observable relation between structure and ac-
tivities, the latter must be due to ultra-microscopic charact-
eristica. Chemically, protoplasm is a colloidal complex with 
its chief elements carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, sulphur, 
phosphm:'l:lt~, pota.esium, cq,lcium, sodium, chlorine, iron, "~nd 
ma~nesium--all from the inorganic world. Three combinations 
of these elements are derived only from protoplasm--the pro-
teins, carbohydrates, and fate. Proteins are always present 
forming the chief quantitativ~ organic portion of protoplasm; 
they always contain carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur, 
and sometimes phosphorus or iron, with nitrogen as the dis-
tinctive element. A protein molecule may be split into many 
constituent molecules, each complex in itself. Hundreds or 
thoue~nds of atoms may be present. The molecule is latge, in-
• 
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tricate, labile, and subject to chemic~! ch~nge. No s~tisf~ct­
ory definition of proteins cRn be made from present knowledge. 
Their presence •nd the ability to form them is the chemic~! chRr-
acteristic of ~11 life, while they themselves ~re not ~live • 
They h~~e been described as energy traders--taking energy from 
their surroundings, storing it in a higher potenti~l st~te, 
~nd later expending it in the kinetic form--"perennially plastic". 
Pro~oplasmic composition shows great diversity of detRils 
in different organism: types or in different parts of the same 
organism. This v~riation according to specific loaality and 
work is due to the differentiation of the structural units--the 
cells--of which all protoplasm is made. Thus there is individ-
uality of organisms together with the same basis of physico-
chemical and morphological organization. Knowledge of ~his two-
fold agreement of qll living forms is considered the greatest 
single geheralization of biological science, ranked with the 
theory of organic evolution, of which it is the cornerstone. 
The cell unit or group shows a permanence ind continuity of 
individuality which it transmits to matter it adopts or creates. 
Life is ~n interplay between the org~niam and ita environment; 
fitness of the organism is r~ciprocal with fitness of environ-
ment, with p~rallel developmental changes. Cosmic and organic 
evolution are one. 
B. Orgin of Life • 
Al l ages have questioned the origin of life, with the 
answer characteristic of the age~ 
1. Early Ideas and Their Final Change. · 
The ancient Greeks thought water or earth a aatia-
. fying origin; their ideas were accepte d by writers for more than 
• 
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twenty centuries. Death, fermentation, putrefaction were all 
named ~s sources; pl e nt life was said to give rise to ~nimRl 
forms. The Renaissance with its awakened minds introduced 
observation and experiment~tion, leading .to the conclusion that 
life tod~y develope only from life. The doctrine of spontane~us 
generation was completely broken down. 
big discoveries in the nature of life. 
The microscope brought 
Yet the long studies 
of years, even to the present, were necessary to convince unwill-
ing minds and dispose of old beliefs. The work of Pasteur 
showed the universality of living plant and a nimal forme in the 
air, ready to grow and multiply on exposed organic material; 
this knowledge removed one of the moat difficult probl~ms. The 
first source of life is still unknown, however. The paleon-
tological record indicates existence of life continuou~ly on 
earth for millions of ye ~ rs. Was it transf~rred to our planet 
from some other part of the universe, or did it arise spontan-
eously from inorganic matter qs a part of earth evolution? Many 
theories have been presented. 
2. First Theories. 
The Vitalistic theo~y was definitely formulated dur-
ing the e~rly eighteenth century, though suggested long before. 
Laws of energy and matter were held as insufficient for life 
phenomena; some unknown force was deemed responsible. No scien-
tific thinker of today has regard for the theory. Few believe 
life can ever be explained fully scientifically, yet do believe 
that the unknown can be gre a tly reduced. 
The Cosmozoa theory, or theory of transport is held 
by many scientific men because synthesis is impossible today. 
"Life is as old as the universe", they say. Existence of life 
• 
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elsewhere th•n on the earth and maintenance duringthe inter-
stellar voyage are two questions that no experimentation can 
answer. Encystment of protozoa and bacteria for long periods 
of time and the long life-holding properties of seeds show 
powers of endurance of life to be great. Yet meteors are too 
hot for life conveyance. Arrhenius suggests that an isolated 
particle of life could make the journey by mechanical pressure 
of the light waves from the sunof the nearest solar system. 
This would, however, require thousands o~ ye~rs, would demand 
a potentiil immortality and an ind~finite dormant condition. 
Some scientists today say this i~ possible, (Arrhenius and Loeb). 
But the majority consider it highly improbable and not in line 
with the theory of evolution. 
}. More Modern Theoriee. 
Pf l ~g~r . 1 ~ - idea is of life from fire· He assumes an 
original earth surface incandescent, a condition producing cy-
anogen compounds which inter~cted with carbon compounds, later 
joined with water of precipitation ~nd its dissolved salts to 
produce the highly labile protein molecules of protoplasm. 
Introduction of the energy of internal motion he says was due 
to t h e cyanogen radical possessing e nergy from the he a t qbs orbed 
in its making. From the o r iginal relatively simple homogeneous 
material the differentiated protopl a smic cells of today wer e 
evolved • 
Moore's theory nam~s the inorganic elements of the 
cooli nr- earth as the source of life, forming compounds dependent 0 . . 
on the temperature--first oxides, then carbonates (both crys-
talloids), next inorg~nic colloids suspended in eqrth waters 
and gradually forming molecular aggregates. With ch a nge of 
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structure came change of energy, the constructive condition 
characteristic of life. Slowness of molecular vibration, meta-
st a ble equilibrium, delicacy of .uninn, and increas~d specific 
reaction developed with the incre a sing molecular structur ~ , 
• leading to the labile, destructible, but more constructive 
cha.racter. Moore states a Law o f Complexity--that . mat ter ~ssumes 
incre <~. sing ly complex for!!ls in labil e equilibrium so f"'r 'l.B the 
attenda nt e nergy will permit~ Thus from lifeless ~aterial atoms, 
molecules, colloids, and living organisms a re formed in order 
on any e a rth when the right conditions appear; then organic 
evolution is brought about. 
4. Theories Conforming with the Planetesimal Rypothesis. 
Allen 's theory says tha t conditions necess~ry for 
support of life today were necess a ry for it s origin. The earth 
te:npe ra ture mus.t have been bet.ween the free zing _a.nd boi 1 ing 
points of water. A:nr.1onia ~. nd .oxides of nitrogen, due 'to light-
ning a ctivity, carbon dioxide, water with the dissolved chlorides, 
sulphates, phophates, and compounds of other metallic elements, 
' 
must have been present a s r~w m'l.terials . Sol ar energy caused 
d issociation and rearrangement of the 'l.toms to form the labile 
carbon and ·nitrogen compounds. These were not definite organisms 
but diffuse subst a nces trading in energy ; cell evolution was 
a matter of immence extent of time. The first source of energy 
• 
is left a question • It may have been the sun or the lightning 
formation of nitrogen co~pounds; solar energy appropr i a tion 
is held ~s an e a rly development. Early life he considers to 
h ~v e b e en constructive, energy accumulating ; energy dispersing 
forms like bacteria were late in development. Early life 
formations he thinks are still going on, ready to start the 
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cycle anew if all existing life should be destroyed--the early 
steps are not found because of their assimilation by already 
developed organisms. 
Troland's theory suggests a small amount of auto-
catalytic enzyme as the beginning of life, appe~ring suddenly 
in warm ocean waters at a point in the earth's history. Sub-
stances in solution there, forming liquid of an oily nature, 
had their action hastened by ~n enzyme which became enveloped 
in the product. The oil drop increased and was split by water 
currents into small globules; thus was made the first life sub-
stance with power of indefinitely continued growth. Objections 
of h a stened rate of synthetic growth, of localization of 
reaction, of permanent growth, and reproduction, Troland believes 
are satisfied. The improbability of chance formation of the 
original enzyme he holds absurd, in the multitude of chemical 
reactions undoubtedly taking place in the primordial ocean. 
Osborn's theories with their five hypotheses are the 
most recent presentation to the subject of life origin. 
(a) Assemblage of the chemical elements necessary to life wa s 
from their previous combination in water, nitrogen compounds, 
and carbon dioxide--from earth and air. 
(b) These elements were gradually bound by a new mutual attrac-
tion forming an organic unity, very different from the inorgan-
ic unities already formed. This probably occurred between the 
temperatures 60 and 890 c., before the atmospheric vapors al-
lowed the sun to shine through them uninterruptedly. Capture 
and transformation of the electrical energy of the chemical 
elements of protoplasm was brought about by heat energ~ from 
the earth or sun. 
• 
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(c) The "life elements" were grouped in ~ state of colloidal 
suspension. (Here they best displ~y their inter~ctions.) 
(d) Competition and selection took pl~ce from the beginning, 
with a co8peration of the elements, each performing its simple 
and multiple services to the organism. 
(e) Evolution and specialization of enzyme i 's parallel to the 
evolution of plant and animal fun ctions • co8rdin~tion and 
' correla.tion increqse. 
Time and place of life origin are matters of pure speculation; 
no observation or uniformitation reasoning c a n give deciding 
suggestion or information. Experimental evidence on crucial 
questions of life origin will perh a ps never be obtained, 
V Earth Changes of Geologic Time. 
From its formation the earth has been continua lly changing, 
both externally and internally. Protrusions of molten materia l 
from within are still finding the ir way to the surf~ce through 
volcanoes~ Earthquakes, hoteprings, geysers--all give evidence 
that final stability of the earth's center has not been reached. 
On the surface chang es visible ~nd invisible are both produc-
/ 
ing their effects. 
A. Surface Topography and Climate. 
~t the beginning of known conditions, with the oldest 
preserved rocks, volcanism was still in extensive action , and 
continued t~rough the first geologic er~, the Archeozoic, with 
a resorting of earth ma terials and a freeing of its internal 
heat. ' ocean b a sins of heavier basaltic rocks continued their 
settling ; lighter grqnites of the continents rose; ocean areas 
gradually increased because of the added volumes of water. The 
• 
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The atmosphere gathered during the formative era, as the earth's 
mass became sufficient, now held more oxygen freed from the 
carbon dioxide of the ~ir as early life made use of the carbon. 
Carbon dioxide has always been the most consta nt air constitu-
ent in spite of its decrease through action on rocks , us e to 
life and oce~n absorption, because of the continued volcanic 
activity of the earth. One-half of the a~mospheric cgrbo n is 
now in living animal ~nd plant forms. This carbon dioxid e 
an d the vari a ble water vapor of the Rir ~re the climate regu-
lators; earth he a t held and sun's rays absorbed vary directly 
with abundance of the two gases. They have varied greatly during 
geologic time. Water vapor changes, under influence of the sun's 
heat and later cooling by upper ~tmosphere, with absorption of 
other gases have brought about the greatest changes of earth 
surface and climate. Great temper a ture fluctuations, fairly 
equqble the world over, have occurred during the agee; very 
warm periods have been separated by short extents of cool or 
cold with Rdded zonal variances. Seven periods of decided tem-
perature change are known, the cool when lands were l a rgest 
and most exposed at ends of periods, at least four glacial--when 
most marked mountain making was going on. 
B. Erosion and Sedimentation. 
Earth waters, freed from within by volcanic a nd spring 
action, have incre~eed during geologic time. These added to 
waters of precipit~tion have done the work of rock. leaching, 
soil c~rrying, ~nd sedimentation. Ocean salts, from the rocks 
of dry lands, ~re now ,.5 pounds to 100 of marine w~ter; more 
than three per cent is of sodium chloride. They represent the 
• 
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bteaking down of qn igneous rock layer from one to two miles 
thick over all the continents. Nearly ~s much more eroded 
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material was reworked. About four-fifths of this erosion was 
prob~bly done before the third geologic period, according to 
Barrell. The r•te of salt accumulation varied greatly; Holmes 
estimates 210,000 to '40,000,000 years for the entire a ccumula-
tion~ The rate v~ried with atmospheric composition; the early 
climate, rich in carbon monoxide ~nd dioxide~ was moat active 
upon basaltic and granitic rocks, which were carried to the 
ocean basins. The gath~ring was hastened also in earlier per-
iods by the lack of extensive plant growth, with its retaining 
of soil. Other climatic factors affecting the rate of erosion 
by their variations were land height, humidity, temperature. 
R~te of accumulation and size of sedimentary material depended 
on erOsive factors and their rate of action, river length, and 
wave power as determined by force of winds. These varied 
through the ages and in different parts of the worid. With 
the sediment, animal and plant forme were gathered and buried, 
any hard portions preserved as fossile. 
From study of the different rock strata and their contents 
the geologist has outlined- nearly one-half of the early earth 
history; ocean basin e~r~ta are ~nreachable a nd their story 
untold is that of the long ag es when low relief led to little 
erosion • It is estimated that eroded rnck has been changed 48 
per cent into mudstone;'2 per cent into ~andstome, 20 per cent 
into limestone; one-thirtieth of the eroded material is thought 
to have been carried to the deep se a s. - Th~ distribution of 
th~ae materials has been very wide, chiefly along continental 
mBrgine where the oceans h~ve risen ~nd lowered at intervals, 
• 
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making narrow inlets in lowest regions and to small e x tents 
over wider inl a nd areas where occasional flooding took place. 
In no ,one place has the deposition been continual. The known 
geologic column h a s a maximum summa tion of 67 miles; yet the 
usua l loc a l thickness is less tn a n one mile, with limited re-
gions of a t wenty-mile column. Rocks over one-third of North 
Americ a are igneous; one-half of t he co~ntry has sedimentary 
rocks under one mile deep; the re maining small portion has a 
depth of from one to twenty miles, with one-eighth covered 
by the greatest depths--in the long n a rrow troughs within the 
App a lachian a nd Rocky Mountain regions. 
Rel a tive dur a tion of the eras of geologic time as suggested 
from the strata of detritals (muds ~nd sands) a nd of soluble 
materials (limestones and dolmites) a gree closely with the 
computations from the disintegr at ion of radioactive elements. 
Entire geologic ti me is estima ted a s being ne a rly a thous a nd 
million ye a rs. 
C. Major Earth Ch a nges. 
Ea rth sedimentation did not go on continuously at a ll 
times; there were periodic stoppages or "breaks" in the process. 
Earth surface is never a t rest. Repe a tedly erosion to sea-level 
h a s been effected--the condition during the gre a ter part of 
history. Each lowering is followed be re-elevation, usually 
small, large in a few instances. Shrinking has decreased the 
earth's diameter by 200 to 400 miles ~uring g~ologic time; this 
action still goes on, producing small surface warpings of a few 
hundred feet--surf a ce indications of internal readjustment 
of ma ss to compensat e for loss of heat and for molecular rear-
rang ement. Strains from these repe a ted readjustments produce 
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greater ch~nges--rising of mount~in r~nges near the continent 
margins to lengths of ~ thousand miles or more--minor shrink-
ages or "disturbances") dividing er as into periods. At least 
eight are known in North America, more in the world as a 
whole. The minor incompletely adjusted shrinkages are finally 
compen~ated by ~ major shrinking. At lea.et six m<~. j-or shrinkings 
have t a ken pl~ce in the earth, the one just passed being the 
greatest with highest ~nd largest continents and most be ~ uti-
ful surfa ce features. These greater movements ~re the "revo-
lutions" that close eras. Active erosion follows; m~teriRls 
are c~rried to oce an s slowly, ~s comp~red to the crustal move-
menta. After A long time the waters encro~ch ~gain upon the 
l ands , spreading sedimentRtion over those of previous floodin g 
before the bre~k or "interv~l" of shri nking to ok pl~ce. At 
least sixteen floodin gs by warm shallow marine waters have 
occurred during the last three eras of geol ogic time, the great-
est fro3 the \rctic oce~n, others from the Pa cific, the least 
from the 'tl~ntic, with the greatest number from the south ~nd 
l asting longest in the area o f the later Appalqchian and 
Rocky ~ountain ranges a nd inthe Missipsippi basin. The thick-
est sedimentations lead to future mountain range lifting . 
During these earth alterations molten portions of the e~rth's 
interior rise as great hot tongues into qores of the mountain 
r~nges, breaking through to f orm a ctive volcanoes. Bene<t. th, 
the great, highly heated Masses cool to form granite. Vol-
canism more or less ~ cti ve is ~lways taking place, sending 
rock ashes , lava, gases, and water into the a ir; thus t he o-
ce ans gr ow and the carbon content of the a ir increases. 
• 
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D. Influence of Earth Changes on Life. 
When continents are highest ~nd l~rgest, l~nd-bridges 
alter the ocean currents, mountBins a lter the air currents and 
content, producing big ch~nges in climate proportiona l to the 
topographic and geogr~phic changes. Solar energy rhyth~a also 
are causative. Wearly ~11 major shrinkages have been accompanied 
by glaci~l climates. These striking changes of surface and 
climate are cqlled «·critical periods" in the earth ' s history, 
because of their great r ea ction upon life, The physical changes 
a ct as stimuli accelerating organic evolution, while the times 
of re-leveling give no impetus to development. New environ-
ments mean struggle of life for adaptation or migration; many 
die, leaving .the t er ritory to other more suita ble forms. Thus 
animal and plant typse are intro d uced and l ater lost; regressive 
as well as progressiye evolutiontakes pl a ce, leading gradually 
to survival of stocks with the fittest physical and mental 
equipment to resist environmental hardships. The overspecial-
ized le ad ers of limited environment give way to the more gener-
alized, more easily ~dapted, versatile organisms, or become 
lifuited to small undesirable areas~ Much of life responds 
quic~l y however to changing environment and is remolded into 
mor e fit active alert types. Experiences gained in the struggle 
ar e handed on in some way to su cc essive gener~tions, so leading 
tb · i dv•nce of ' the nt~~nlb : ~orld •s - ~ ~hnle J to ever better liv-
ing mechanisms with higher intelligence, the l atter developed 
especially in the monkey-ape-man line. At the beginning of the 
l~st glacial climate, brute man appeared, and finally reasoning 
man. 
G~ologic time, from the formation of the oldest rocks known 
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to the present, is very long, beyond the me~sure of hum~n mind. 
No geologist considers it to h~ve been less than one hundred 
million years; most view it ne~r a thousand million. The phys-
leal processes of nature with their accompanying organic changes 
are very slow, now quickening, now apparently at ~ halt, or 
pulsing with onward progress. 
VI Life Evolution of Geologic Time. 
A. Archeozoic Er~. Origin of protopl~sm and simplest life. 
The first era has no known fossils, though indications 
of a low form of fresh-water a lga have been found. Presence 
of graphite and limestone gives evidence of organic existence. 
At the beginning of the era the earth had a fairly stable ex-
te ri or of rock--the lithosphere ~urf~ce--, an atmosphere, a nd 
oce an hydrosphere; continents were separated from oce a ns with 
their saline waters; tides, wave action, atmosphere and rains 
were doing their work on land surface. The chief differences 
from later times were the lack of free oxygen and the greater 
proportion of c a rbon dioxide in the atmosphere, the absence of 
verdure Rnd of a ll life except in the low a lgae found mainly 
on land. Probably the whole era was spent in development o~ 
unicellular forms--an exceedingly slow stage of evolution. 
The length of this era is considered very great, possibly ev-
en more than all other eras together. Its rock ch a nges required 
a long time as did their leveling before the next era. The 
Laurentian ~evolution closed the era, wit~ . folding crushing, 
crumpling and intrusion of lava. 
B. Proterozoic Er a. Invertebrate dominance; Early and late 
glaciation. 
While evolution was still going slowly, it must have pro-
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greased more r ~ pidly th~n in the first era. The lime-secreting 
h~bit w~s developing, evidenced first by marine alg~e, the 
c ~. use unkno wn. Presence of h~rd p~rts meant the le av ing o~ 
records • One-h~lf o~ geologic ti me and the greater p~ rt of 
earth's history had produced no org~nisme with sufficient hard 
p~ rts to be preserved ~s fossils. In late Proterozoic sedi-
ments, fossils of alg~e and Protozo a and burrows of anne lid 
worms ~re found, indicating existence of ~11 the intermediate 
phye a of invertebrates--the sponges, coelenterates, fl at and 
ro u nd worms, Probably all invertebrate : groups except the 
Arthropoda were present before the third era. Rocks of this 
er~ were formed over the leveled rocks of the first era, their 
great differences showing ~ long lapse of time in formation,--
one o~ the greatest interruptions of the geological record. 
This era was one of t he longest, estimated as long as a ll later 
eras combined. An early and l~te ice age left their m~rkings. 
The Gr and Ca nyon revolutionended the er a. 
C. Paleo zo ic Er~. Age of fish dominance. 
t. C ~mbrian Period. First a bundance of marine an ima ls. 
Trilobites dominant. 
Cl a stic or fragmental sediments predomina te, with 
water-worn pebbles of the earlier eras. Evidences show ~- 1 ong 
dry time in North America before this period, with erosion to 
ne~rly complete leveling--a gre a t geological interruption. Sea 
encroaching, by rising waters due to sediment displacing, took 
place very gradually, not complete. Strat~ very ~ccording to 
the locality; where continuous and complete, they ~ re found 
several thousand feet thick. Little vulcanism took pl a ce except 
in Scotland and ~ales. Nearly ~11 of the sediments have now 
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been ch~nged by erosion and redeposition or by met~morphosis. 
The climate of this period was prob~bly much like th~t of to-
' 
day. Length of the period is estimated to be two to three 
million years, the length of the majority of later periods. 
Life 6f tbis period left abundant fossils • Apparently all 
animal phyla below the vertebrates were present; more than one-
half of animal development was complete. Many types show prim-
itive characteristics, fossils showing gradual change. 
animals were abundant ; the trilobites in gre~t vari~ty of form 
and simple brachiopods in great numbers were present. · Fish 
evolution must h a ve occurred in this period though not recorded 
by fossils until the next. Plant rem~ins are s~all, due to the 
soft nature of marine plants. 
2, Ordovician Period. First known fresh-w a ter fishes. 
No very striking change ma rked the beginning of this 
period; the shAllow sea of the previous period reached a t its 
endthe greatest extent, making sed iment a tion of the Ordovician 
diverse in amount and type and neqrly hori~ont a l. Later fold-
ing s ~nd metR~orphoses, sev e re in some places, were accompanied 
by deposit of lead and zinc in the veins. Deforming and erosion. 
a ccompanie d the crust a l disturban~e s ~ t th e end of the period. 
Sea life wa s widely distributed; b rachiopods a nd trilobi t e R 
were still p ro;ninent, the former now l a rg er , the latter more 
numerous t hari before, but simpler in structure ~nd hence lo s ing 
in the competitive struggle with other life. New marine inver -
tebr~tes a ppeAred, a nd from the Upper Cambrian continued the 
i mportant graptolites--polyp colonies on stems c ar ried ove r the 
oceans. Ind ications of insect life show t hat veget~b le evolution 
must have been adv~ncing. The first evidenc e o f l and plants is 
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found, the woody pl~nts before the close of the period,-- an im-
port~nt step in evolut ion. In this period ceph ~ lopods with ra-
pi d jet propulsion ~ovement bec~me very numerous, persisting 
in gre~t numberR until the rise of mammal forms • 
ceph a lopods r emain,--the squid for ex~mple. Their motion wa s 
more r ~p id th~n that of the e a rli er ~nimal types, but ~t great 
expenditure of. energy. To meet the emergencies of. a more stren-
uous environment some other me~ns of motion as well as better 
protection was needed. 
Cha nged habitat after the major revolution of th e Gr And Canyon 
a t the close of the Proterozoic brought necessity for increased 
speed and greater resistance to surroundings. The vertebrate 
ax ial stiffening was evidently developed in terrestrial w~ters--
one of the important crises of organic evofution. The flowing 
land waters caused by the enormous earth movement swept awa y 
the p a ssive forms; those with the more efficient resisting equip-
ment survivied. The first recorded vertebrates b e long to this 
period, but show clearly ~ modi fica tion for still-wa ter life. 
The stimulus needed for chord~te development would be l a cking 
there; hence vertebrates must have evolved in the Cambrian per-
iod, though their record be gi ns in the Ordovician. 
,, Silurian Period. First marked appearance of land plants. 
Cool period. 
Marked revolution distinguished the Silurean from 
the previous period in eastern United States and western Europe. 
Elsewhere the transition w~s quiet, with no stimulus to the rise 
of new life forms in some regions. The sediments following were 
new in type, with iron deposits . The interior sea enl~rged 
~'ain . ~nd cont r olle4 ~urface processes, the zones of deposition 
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migr~ting ~a the wa ters extended their shore-linea. The cliffs 
of Niag~r9 were formed a t this time, from iron-bearing strata 
of limestone. 
Among a nimals the gr a ptolites disappeared rapidly, trilo-
bites more gradually, developing queer and orn a te forma a s they 
retired. New cor~ls, prominence of echinoderms, incre~sing 
efficiency o f mollusc ~nd brachiopod structure, ~nd the first 
clearly preserve d fishes a re found in rocks of this period. 
Pl an ts well clothed the land, ~n d insects had assumed fair num-
bers. Similarity of land forma in Europe and North ~merica give 
evidence of the connecting land-bridge. 
In the l a te p a rt of the period, northeastern TJnited States 
had a distinctly a rid and cool clima t e with desert stretches 
and salt l a kes. This w~s due to emergence of the sea bottom . 
and prob~bly as well to the elevation of the co as t l a nds. Later 
increased rainfa ll forme d fresh-water lakes with new sedi menta-
tion. \ second s e ~ incursion followed with limestone, coral 
reefs ~nd mRrine sh e lls. Fossil forms show gradual grad a tion. The 
climate, with its drying of streams ~nd lakes, sho wed its effect 
on anim~l life by th e development of the a ir-breathing scorpions. 
Lung-fishe~ proba bly beg a n their evolution here, though recorded 
first in rocks of the next period. 
4. Devoni an Period. First amphibian record. 
No sharp and extensive demarcation can be made be-
tween the Silurian and J evoni a n periods. A break is clea rly 
shown by fossil ch an r, es , though the division is loc a l a nd diverse. 
Lo w-lying l and areas w8 re separated by ocean wa~era. In the 
west littl e cha nge of conditione occurr ed through the period; 
in the east l and and sea shifted l eadi ng t o rapid evolution of 
• 
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con~licting species. The droughts of the previous peri od con-
tinue d , varyi n g then increasing to severity ~t the close o f 
the Devonian. 
Shore an i ma ls were most numerous,--bivalve molluscs a nd 
brachiopods ~mong others; crinoids and corals demanding clear 
se a - wa ters for habitat were less abundant; trilobites had 
dwindled, only highly ornamental forms being left, and cephal-
opods o ~goniatitea were deve loped, ~ishes exi s ited in p rofus ion 
of simple types wit h large clumsy bodies a n d skeletons poorly 
developed. Land plants we re well represented, with tree-ferns 
growing luxuriant ly. Air-bre~thing vertebrates became establish-
ed,--one of the greates t crises of evolution. The n e cessity 
of crawling about on land for food during periods too long ~or 
s l ee p resulte d in the protection of breathing tissues by the 
per~ection of lung s, and the development o~ limbs ~or motion. 
The first record of amphibian life is from a single ~oat-print 
in rocks o~ this period. 
5. Mississippian Period. Rise of marine fishes. 
Sea-expansion continued in the ea rly Mis s i ss ippi an 
period, to retreat l~ter; t he climate W8S semi-Rrid. Th e p re-
sence of some marshe s is indicated by occ as ional co al seqms in 
strata of that period. Sea forms like the crinoids ~nd cor a ls 
increased. La n d exposed in the e~stern United States. by with-
drawa l o~ the sea, became eroded, warped a nd folde d slightly 
and brought the period to ~ close. Loftly mount Ains were form-
ed from Irel and to GermR n y, from southern France to Bohemia , 
following the periods o f sedimentation and vulc a nism. 
Se~ AnimRls were most numerous, crinoids Ab undant bu t pro-
ducin g th e elabor~te structures ch~r~cteristic of dec line. Fish-
• 
• 
were becoming numerous in the eastern interior se~ , of better 
devel o ped f or3s , le ss clumsy ~nd s l uggish , with mor e speed . 
Amphibia · wi th limbs were becoming very numerou s in the swq~ps , 
d e velopin g ~rmors of differ e nt kinds ,--long f or ms li ke sal~~An­
ders of tod~ y but very l~rgs. With the mountain li fting came 
grea t e r ~rid i ty qnd deve lo pment of reptiles wh ose whole life 
was i nde pendent of wqter . Th in me~n t ~ ch a nge in the vertebra te 
egg , with a porous she l l ~nd Membranes-- the pr~tective two-l a7-
ered amnion wi th its con tained liquid, and the respiratory 
a ll~ntois li n ing the she ll, while b loo d - ve s se l s connected it 
with the embryoni c ci rc ulation. 
6. Penns y l vanian Period. I nsect abundance and coal q c-
cumu l at ion. Amphibian dominan ce. 
At the beginning of this period a l a rg e part of the 
Unit ed State s was submerged. Long er os ion o f Mississippian and 
older rock formations too k p l ace , l eaving clay and flint at t h e 
base. The sea re ma nined in the southwest, de posit ing limest ones , 
shale, and sa ndstone s. In t he east gradual filling o r the 
shq llo w sea rn~de rn~ rs hy pl ~ in s , wh ic h submerged ~nd ag~ in lifed 
by slow sedimen t ~tion . This lef t successive l~yers of pl a nt 
~nd rock mqteriql to depths of hund reds of feet ; p qr ti a l de-
composi tion under water ~nd presaureof the h~rdening sandstone 
~nd sh~le formed the co a l se~~s. The same process t ook pl ~ ce 
in Eur ope . Th e clim~te wa s moist and probab ly temperate . 
Five milli on ye a rs q re thought to h ave been covered by the a l -
tern~te pl~nt g r owth a n d sed i men t ati on of th e period. 
Cor a ls, crinoi ds , and other marine invertebrates wer e pre-
se n t , though not as important qa i n the Miss issi p pi an period. 
The f irs t satisf~ctory record of pl~nt life was left here, fern s 
qnd o ther low forms being d ominant ,--the horsetails ~nd _ club-
mosses with transition~! forms tow~rd the gymnosperms. 
deve lopment in size a nd v~r iety of plants took pl ~ ce here • 
• Flowering pl~nts were present but s m~ ll. L ~nd ~nima ls were nu-
merous, with m~n y A r t h r opod~. Amphi b i~ were most important a nd 
reptiles we re present in numbers for the first time. 
7, Permia n Pe r iod. Ris e of reptiles. Another g reat ic e a ge. 
Only loc a l demarcation is notice a ble between the Pe r-
mi~n period ~ nd th Bt preceding. In the east slow dra ini ng took 
place, with lingering of seas in t h e south ~nd west with s a lt 
l~kes in the west . La nd wa s more extensive than in ~ny other 
P a leo~oic period,-- a r ad ical change, making it one of the cri-
tic a l perio ds of the earth h istory. West of the Appalachians, 
in a sinking trough, the thic kes t sedimentations of the er a h ad 
been l a id. In the Permi a n a lifting of this great weight be-
g a n, with crumpling of rock a nd slow folding. Widespre ad e-
mergenc e of continents occurred with forma tion of the lofty 
Appalachian and Oklahoma mountains. The se~ . decre ased; its 
an i ma l life cha nged, a f ew g roups disBppe~ring ~ some diminish-
ing, some reorgan ized. One of the most important ch a nges of 
I 
history h ~d t ake n place On the earth ' s surf~ce. 
With the land incre~se c a me ne w air-breathing forms. Rep-
• 
tiles of generalized form were dornin~nt. The clima te was arid 
and g laciers e~tended even to the tropics, conditions necesei-
tating speed, protection ~nd warmth in an imal life. Warm blood 
must h av e begun its • Ppe a r ~nce, though not definitely recorded 
until the next era. 
• 
• 
D. Mesozoic Er~. Age of reptile domin~nce. 
1. Triassic Period. Rise of dinosaurs. Cool period. 
Geologic conditions of the Triassic were much like 
those of the Permian, except for the mountain ranges on the 
e~stern co~stal plain of the United States region--the ranges 
whose lifting ended the Paleozoic era and brought the cold, 
arid clim~te. The rest of the continent was largely a plain. 
Desert regions with salt lakes existed in the west; there onl~ 
marine sediment has been found f o r this period, showing sea in-
gress. Erosion of the eastern mountains led to thousands of 
feet of sediment~tion there. Local caal deposits were made in 
Virgini~, showing less aridity there in that area. On the ~t-
lantic elope vulcanism occurred, later covered. 
ditions, as a whole, existed in Europe. 
Similqr con-
Anim~l life showed marked ch~nge. Some Paleozoic groups 
were gone, as the trilobites; some were diminished, as the brach-
iopods. Molluscs were abundant, especially the coiled cephalo-
pods. But the dominant forms were the reptiles, some in inland 
waters, some adapting themselves to salt seas for food, the most 
important forms terrestrial. The first mammal record ' is found 
in rocks of the Upper Triassic in North Carolina, in Germany, 
and in South Africa,--a feeble beginning and showing little de-
velopment through this era due to the domin~nce of reptiles. 
Evidence of reptile derivation of mammals is clear, probably 
from ~ South African form, with differentiated teeth, long limbs 
to lift the body from the ground, and warm blood to protect 
ag~inst the cold. Aridity ~lso was responsible, in the Upper 
Triassic, for development of the dinos~urs. Biped~l ~nd c~rniv-
orous forms developed. The plant kingdom wa s represented by 
• 
• 
the conifers and palmlike cycads. 
but small as today. 
Farns were still abundant, 
2. Jurassic Period. Birds and flying reptiles. 
Rock• formations of this period are not extensively 
exposed in the United States. In the e~st the exposed Appala-
chian range was still undergoing erosion, later to be tilted, 
faulted, and mingled with lava intrusions. Conditions in the 
great interior of the country are unknown. In the northwest 
an ~ rm of the sea left ~ thin layer of marine fossils, sh o win~ 
a short period of inundation. On the Pacific coast a thick 
marine deposit shows a longer covering of land; here ~t the end 
of the period crumpling, upwelling of igneous rock, and meta~ 
morphosis by pressure led to wrinkling, cracking, and raisihg 
of mountain ranges on the previously shallow sea area. Ero-
sian of these lofty ranges l~d to complete leveling before, at 
a later time, today 1 s lofty mountains were lifted. 
Reptiles reached the climax of their career,--occupying all 
hab~t a ts now held by birds a nd mammals. Large sluggi~h vegeta-
ble-eating forms were yielding to smaller active carnivorous 
forms. Batlike types had hollow bones like birds of today. A-
quatic types were either swimming or mud-dwelling. First evi-
dence of birds is found in the Jurassic rocks of Germany,--rep-
tile-like ~orms with teeth and boned tails, probably from a 
reptile stock unrelated to the mammal ancestors. Bird ancestors 
were qlso originators of the dinosaurs with their enormous height 
a n d speed, some carnivorous and biped, othe rs,--the sauropod 
dinosaur~--with q warmer period of climate and increasing vege-
table diet resorting to the slothful e a se a nd qua d ruped amphib-
ious life, overspecialization which led to extinction in the 
• 
• 
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next period. M~mmpls of this period were very am~ll ~nd prim-
itive, probably the egg-l~ying group. 
~. ComRnchi~n Period. Flowering pl~nts ~nd higher in-
sect d e velopment • 
North Americ• w~s lArgely out of water ~t the begin-
ning of the Com~nchi an period, except the long northwestern 
g~lf of the close of the previous p e riod formed with the lift-
ing of the western mountains. From these swiftly eroding mount-
ains to the eastern co~st the only mount a ins were low ones in 
O~rolina and New England. The Appalachi~n system had been worn 
to a lowl ~nd or penepl~in over wh ich sluggish rivers, sep~ r a ted 
by a few monadnocks, m~de • their w~y to the oce~n and Gulf. Sed-
imentRry deposits here formed t h e co a st~l plain by gradu a l sub-
mergence, first by river w~ters over the flats, then by salt 
sea. Slow retreat followed, ~mergence led to some faulting 
an~ to continent-wide erosion, producing great unconformity or 
surface conditions. 
In this period the large sauropod dinosaurs became extinct, 
probably because of the climatic ch~nge,--emall yet sufficient 
to overcome their too specialized existence. Fishes bec~me 
more like modern forms, agile and well developed with bone skel-
etons of good proportions. The greatest changes were in plan~s. 
Modern flowering pl~nts suddenly appeared for the first time 
qnd became at the end of the period the most abund~nt pl~nts 
of America ~nd Europe. Soon followed the higher m~mmali•n de-
velop~ent qnd the first qppearance of specialized insects such 
as bees, wasps, And butterflies. 
4.Cr et~ceous Period. Archaic mammals. Cool period. 
Widespread overflowing of the continent by oce q n w~ters 
• 
• 
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is the predomin~ting characteristic of this period in North 
Americ~. This was the l~st great sub~ergence. Marine shells , 
bones of l~rge swimming reptiles, ~nd of winged reptiles ~nd 
birds flying over sea, were found in all but the two exposed 
land masses,--one e~st ~nd one west. After long duration sed-
imentation and chqnges of land level led to a sldw halting re-
treat of the sea. Lands were left low and m6notonous, with 
m~rked elevations only on the Pacific coast and in the Carolinas. 
Uniformity of clim~te also prevailed; plants of the Gulf region 
and those of Greenland were the s ame . Sea ~nimals found a fav-
orable time for multiplication and spreading. The large reptiles 
were now at the height of their specialization; bizarre forme, 
clumsy bodies, and sm~ll brains gave little power of adaptation. 
Coiled ammonites were in a similar stage of decline. Birds were 
in transition forme ~hawing development along sever a l diverse 
lines, still retaining their reptilian teeth. 
numerous but small. 
Mammals were 
Scattered volcanic eruptions and warpings were the beginning 
of wide crustal deformation !~ding to folding and lifting of 
important mountain ranges, and to drainage of coastal lands, 
with a lowering of temperature, especially in the west--the 
Laramide revolution. Continued volcanism extended into the next 
era. This large world-wide surface change had extensive influ-
ence on animal life • Extinction was widespread. The ~mmonit~s 
left no descendants, the reptiles none but small forms and oro-
codilee of today. ~amm~ls with their warm blood were better 
suited to the colder more strenuous conditions and began a ra-
pid increase ~nd migration ; these were the \rchaic mamm~le with 
teeth, feet, and brain still low in development . ~11 groupe 
• 
• 
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except the birds and m~mmals were now in the modern ~orm. 
E. Cenozoic Er~. Age of m~mm~l domin~tion. 
l. E~rly Cenozoic or Eocene ~nd Oligocene Time, Rise of 
higher mamm~ls • 
The App~l~chi~n mount~ins with their two or three 
thousand feet of height, lifted ~t the end of the Mesozoic 
er~, were ~!re ady well worn, the h a rder parts left as project~ 
ing ridges. Erosion and sedimentati on in the we~tern nount~ins 
had started leveling of their lofty heights and low v~lleys 
to for m alluvial plains. Sediment~tion l ed to increase of the 
Atl an tic a nd Gulf coastal plain, to local coal formation on the 
more rugged Pacific co~st, and to a lluvi a l deposits with co~l 
in the great plains--showing here a s wampy region where tod ~ y 
are dry prairies, On the eastern co~st of the tJnited States 
island form~tion ~nd l~ter joining to the ma inl a nd gave origin 
to Florida. Petroleum deposits ~ere formed in the states of 
Texas, Louisian~, and California, ~ ~r~m the slow decomposition 
of organic matter and a mixing with the sediment. (Oil form-
ation h a d occurred in Ohio ~nd Indi ana in the Paleozoic era, 
l a ter in Kansas, showing cond itions f a voring ita formation to 
have been existent at various periods.) Simultaneously with 
the erosion and sedimentation in the western mountains mild 
volcanic a ctivity took place, making the ore deposits of today. 
Climate conditions were more favorable ~o plant life in the 
western mountains and inl a nd, showing a mount a in height lese 
than that which today takes the moistute from winds before they 
cross the continent. 
Lower anim~ls were as todqy. Many old invertebr~te : groups 
h•d given way to new; fishes , amphibians , qnd reptiles, p~st 
• 
• 
their prime, were represented by species resembling those of 
Bird ~nd m~mmal fossils of this time show continuing 
progress. This w~s the period of hi g her ma~m~l development. 
M~mmal fossils s~ow their domin~nce qnd diversity of h ~bits, 
thoug h still gener~lized in form ~n d not separated into the 
famlli~r groups of tod~y. These new mamma ls probably develop-
ed in the north between Europe •nd America ~nd migr~ted south 
over the connecting l~nd-bridge as the clim~te ch a nged. 
h ad hi ghe r br!in power ~nd overc ame the n a tives of both 
They 
O~Urttri es. Comparatively early in Eocene time the prim~te 
br~nch from which m~n was to develop reach ed North America in 
its s outhw~ .r d migr at ion a n d forme d the~e a hi g h percentage of 
the fossils. \t the clo se o~ the !ocene the y died off,-- the 
l As t prim~tea here before th e com ing or m~n ; in South America 
they re m~ined , h~ving cros sed over the P an~me land-~ri dge to 
that co ntinent . Tn ~urope the pri~ates a ppear ed ~n~ d i sa ppeared 
in the ~nc ene , but returned temporarily ~rom ~fri ca in th~ next 
period. Th ese early primate typ es exist tod a y in the tro p ical 
A sia-Indi~ , Ind o- nhin a , the East Ind ies, J apan , and the Philip-
pines, a l so in t rop ic~l Africa. 
2. La te Cenozo ic or Miocene 3nd Pliocene Time. Apes trans~ 
for med into m~n. 
With the Miocene renewed e~r t~ distu rbances formed 
series or ~ountnin ch ~ins , p~rtiqlly encircling the globe nort~ 
of the equator, lifting re g ions previously benea th the sea--re-
presented i n our hemisphere by Cubq, Porto Rico, southern Mexico; 
in the old world repr es en ted by the lofty Pyr enees , the ~lps, 
C~ucqs us, Hi~ql~y ~s , qnd others,--regions where long deposit of 
heavy sediment~ had taken pl ~ ce. Renewe d growth b egan in the 
• 
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Sierra • nd Rockies by war ping ~nd fo ld ing~ some still go i ng 
on . Vol6•nic a ctivity in the we s t de cre ~sed gradua lly with a 
large di sturbance in the mi dd l e of the period over ~n extens ive 
~rea in the northwest , the l ava flow s for~ing t here a pl a teau 
over ~ thousand feet hi gh . Uplifte d was t er n mountain ranges 
and t he plateau were both cut deeply by river canyons. 
p l ain s were now much drie r than ever before be cause of gre a ter 
height of the western mountain s with their moist ure-tak ing from 
the prevai l ing westerly wi nds . 
Vege ta t ion was ~o de rn, grains and grasses spreading because 
of the increased ar idit y with l and e levation. Gr az ing mammals 
succe e ded the Oli go cene browsing types ; teeth ch a ng ed with the 
new diet. Insects of the mead ows and birds wer e nume rous. The 
main d ivisions of mammals were now distinct and the oldest, 
more primitive f o rm s h a d be come e xte r minated before the end of 
the period. No w mamma l s ad opted a ll habitats and t ypes of li f e 
reliquished by their rulers of the former ages. Increasing ly 
har d conditions for life, pr e paratory to the coming g lacial age, 
led to the great migrat ions a cross newly forming l and- br i dg es. 
The seve ring o f old l and-bridges led to isol a tion of so~e l a nds 
wi th development of very highl y specialized or unique ma mmal 
types, a s in Austr a li a. Where migr a tions led to ~ixing of dif -
ferent stocks, competition and natur a l s e lection eliminated the 
weaker • 
Here the development of man took place. Man's ne~rest blood 
rel a tions ~ re the or a ng, chimpan z ee, gorilla , and gibbon--their 
diversit y of deve lopment due perhaps to the different environ-
ments . They differ from man chiefly in size, j a ws ~ nd teeth, 
hair covering, ag ility, a nd brain development . The secon d and 
• 
second <J,nd third n<~med, fron1 Asia and Africl'i , are ne ~l rest to 
man; they Bre a ctive ~ sit stnnd, walk or run on a ll fours. 
These with the first, fromA~ia, are now degenerating. The gib-
bon is most removed f~om man, yet shows a higher stage of man 's 
early development than do t h e others; he is more acrobatic than 
they, swinging swiftly from tree to tree beneath the branchesJ 
he lifts his hands toward his fRee to see objects--two great 
stimuli toward advance of mental development and probably de-
veloped in our a ncestors before they left their tree homes. 
Descent from the t rees was necessary to higher development. ~his 
probably c ame after the !iocene uplift and the incraese of arid-
ity, reducing the forests to isol!'l.ted clusters of tre es . !l'os-
ails suggest central Asia with its variab l e invigorating climate 
as the pl~ce of first descent. Erect posture,. length 'tnd 
strength of lower limbs, gave speed across the open country, 
while hands were free to serve the mind in carrying objects or 
for the hurling of stones in defense. Their food was no longer 
the fruit of tall trees, but the grasses and low plants of the 
meadows with smal ler animal forms, !n winter they used the 
skins of lRrge beasts and the warmth of fires for body protection 
against the el e ments. They banded together for defense and for food-
getting, with the most strong and cunning for le ader ; in this 
communal life co8peration a n d division of labor devel oped, 
• found only a mong terrestrial primates. So C!'tme m~. n with his in-
tellectu!'tl and spiritual superiority over other life,--the great-
est evolutionary crisis. 
,, Glacial or Pleistocene Time. Last great ice age. 
The climate began to cool in the latter Mio cen e period. 
With th e coming of the Pleistocene, cold in some parts of the 
• 
• 
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north was so great ~s to prevent melt ing of snows in summer. 
From the long • ccumulation of snow a nd ice in thick l aye rs 
l~rge continent~! glaciers were formed , covering most of North 
Amer ic ~ and Europe . On our continent g laciers extended south 
as far as southern Illinois and rew Jersey. Several successive 
advan c es a nd retre~ts of the ice sheets took pl~ce, with cov-
ering s of dif f e rent length as the rock ~arkings, drift, and 
se d iment ~ tion show. Between were wa r me r periods. The length 
of this period is estim~ted as many times the length of known 
human history,--from 500,0~ to ,,500,000 years. Surface e~­
fects w~re many, the wearing of hills, lake ~nd river forma tion, 
valley filling, mound a nd hill forming, m~king of rapids and 
falls, bays and harbo~s, of pulverized soil and rock piles,--
effects of great use to man in his development. Glaciers made 
the mountain valleys U-shaped, sharpened pe~ks, and built long 
ridge s, mAking th e wild scenery found throughout the we stern 
mountains except in th e foothills. Great l akes were formed in 
the western ~nd central p a rts of the country, l a ter to be dried 
$Tid cut off from their outlets; today they are repres ented by 
the Great Salt Lake in Utah, a small portion of the origin~! 
l Ake , a n d by several s ma ll s~lt lak es or desert depressions in 
western ~evada. Volc ani c a ctivity, wh ile not extensive, wa s 
still in evidence as shown by a numb er of sma ll cinder cones • 
Mts. Shast ~ , Ranier, ~nd other l a rge cones of the previous per-
io d are thought to h~ve increqsed in size here. Outside of the 
g laciRl area events were much ~s in the preceding period, with 
erosion, sedimentation, Rnd wAve building of shore-b~rriers. 
The appearance of this territory is very di ff e rent from that of 
the ice-covered regions, because of lack of. the vqried surface 
• 
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features,--the numerous l ake s qnd mqrshes, streams qnd waterfalls, 
drift soil ~nd boulders. 
Th e l~st gl~ci<tl time was so recent th<tt its qni~als were 
m~ch like those of tod~y except for the large forms, sin ce ex-
termin<tted. The moving ice she et crowded an imal and plant life 
to the south to return ~nd retre~t with eqch retreat and ~dvance 
of the glR. cier. Artie musk-o xen migrated to Kentucky; reindeer 
w<tndered o ve r treeless Ftance; elephants and rhinoceroses with 
long woo ly h air came southward. Betwe en the ic e-sheet ~dvances 
many southern forms a ccomp~nied the newcomers on journeys nort . -
ward . \frican mamma ls re a ched Eng lqnd ~nd Belgium; South AMeric a 
types travelled to the cen tr31 Atl~ntic region. Whole races 
of ~ni mals were blotted out by the ch~nging of their h ~b itats. 
Mankind with his greater ab ility w~s a survivor and became 
dominant over the other survivors. 
Human bones And implements have been found in the c Rve s of 
~ran e e ~nd other pRrts of Euro pe , ~~ong the remains of qnim a la 
which never existed but in glacial times. Scratc:hings o·1 ivo r y 
a nd slate give crude pictures of those ~nimals. Whether or not 
Ame~ica hqd been reached by man as e<trly qs the l Rst glqci~l 
adv~nce is q q uestion . No huma n bones or implements hqve been 
found wi th the rem q ins of the e x tinct ~nim~l fo~ns here; · this 
is not, however, ~ pro6f that mqn d i d not exist here qt thqt 
time . 
VII Present Time. 
A. Ps ychozoic Era. Age of Mqn or Age of Re~son. 
With th ~ e departure of the l Rst ice sheet northern 
North Amer ic ~ w~s l eft in q condition very si~ilqr to th~t of 
• 
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today; only minor ch~nges of ~treac cutting, l~ke filling 
~nd dr~ining, ~nd shoreline chqnges h~ve occurred in the fe w 
thousqnd ye~rs since th e gl~ciql retreqt, Sli~ht risings Bnd 
sinkings of lqnd h~ve been in progress over ~11 the wor l d . So , 
t e mpor~ry submergence of the Ch~mpl~i n region l eft marine 
shells and bones ; the rising of our western coqstline qnd the 
sinking or filling on different pqrts of th e e~atern shore ~re 
conspicuous. This erq i_ e lude s the period ofRecent Time and 
the time during whi ch m~n • ttained to the high~st ci~ilization, 
estimated to be probably less than 50,000 yeArs. 
Animals ~nd pl~nts h~ve conti nued their migr~tions; but few , 
if ~ny, new types have ~ppeared. The spread and ~dvan cement 
of the races of mRnkind is of chief importance. Long before 
human history with its records beg~n, man h~d pushed from his 
unknown originRl habitat to colonization of al l the l•rger 
l~nds ~nd finqlly even to the re~ote islands. Human raigrBtioll!l.s 
were so long ago that isolation h~d produced the four main races, 
differing in their progress, before the time of much advqn ce men t. 
So the African negro and the ~skimo were f a r behind the Asian 
and Europe~.n. As in the evolution of the plants and lower an-
imals, so in the evolution of man with his civilizqtion devel-
opment has been paralle l with value of earth surface features 
to life . Environment ac ts b y n~tural selection, climate being 
the moat important factor of environment,--climatee of the 
past in determining earth configur~tio n s of today, nnd climate 
of the present in determining relation of man to earth surf~ce. 
The three chief factors in advance of civilization ar e inherent 
mental c ap~ city, natural resources, and energy--all tr~ceable 
to climates of the past or present. Temperature changes of a 
• 
• 
varying climqte give stimulus to increased powers of resist-
ance; this climate now best for man is probably most like 
that of his fin a l physical evolution with the warm hlood tem-
perature. Man like all other org ani sms is delicately ~djusted 
to climate; hie physiologic~! mechRnism is essentially the same 
as that of the lower anifuale. Both anim~l and plant life 
have the same protoplasmic b~ais ~nd cellular structure, the 
organic material derived from rearrangement of the e lements 
of inorganic compounds, the atoms of those elements being 
multiples of the unit ener~y charge and possibly still in form-
ation in the environment o~ hottest stars. ~11 nature is one. 
Its pulsatory changes h av e occurred throug hout history ~nd 
still occur. As long qs they continue life evolution with 
earth surface and climate changes will go on • 
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